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 Missing Mike
by Shari Green

ISBN: 9781772780451
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Pajama Press Inc.
Pub. Date: 2018-05-11
Pages: 248
Price: $19.95

From the award-winning author of Macy McMillan and the Rainbow Goddess, a timely middle-grade story about the devastation of wildfires and the
resilience of the human spirit
He's a rescue, a mutt. Maybe there's a little golden retriever in him, although he's not exactly pretty. He's had a run-in with coyotes and he's missing an eye.
But Mike is eleven-year-old Cara Donovan's dog, and they love each other absolutely. Usually her pet follows Cara everywhere, but on the day the family
first smells smoke in the air, Mike becomes anxious. Pine Grove is in the path of a wildfire, and the family is ordered to evacuate. In the ensuing chaos, Mike
runs off. And then the unthinkable happens; there is no time to search for Mike. They are forced to leave him behind.
Shocked and devastated, Cara watches helplessly as the family drives through a nightmare, with burning debris falling from the sky and wild animals fleeing
for their lives. Once in the city far from the burn zone, the Donovans are housed with a volunteer host family. Jewel, the hosts' daughter, is nice, but Cara can
only think about what she may have lost. What will happen if nothing is left? But as she reflects on what "home" means to her, Cara knows only one thing.
She is not going to lose Mike. She will do what it takes to find him, even if it means going back to Pine Grove on her own.
With her signature style combining simplicity and lyricism, the author of Root Beer Candy and Other Miracles and Macy McMillan and the Rainbow
Goddess tells an uplifting story of love and loss. And she shows how one girl's stressful journey eventually leads her to an unexpected place, and a new
definition of home.
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by Deborah Ellis

ISBN: 9781773061108
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Groundwood Books Ltd
Pub. Date: 2017-10-01
Pages: 144
Price: $9.95

The seated child. With a single powerful image, Deborah Ellis draws our attention to nine children and the situations they find themselves in, often through
no fault of their own. In each story, a child makes a decision and takes action, be that a tiny gesture or a life-altering choice.
Jafar is a child laborer in a chair factory and longs to go to school. Sue sits on a swing as she and her brother wait to have a supervised visit with their father
at the children's aid society. Gretchen considers the lives of concentration camp victims during a school tour of Auschwitz. Mike survives seventy-two days
of solitary as a young offender. Barry squirms on a food court chair as his parents tell him that they are separating. Macie sits on a too-small time-out chair
while her mother receives visitors for tea. Noosala crouches in a fetid, crowded apartment in Uzbekistan, waiting for an unscrupulous refugee smuggler to
decide her fate.
These children find the courage to face their situations in ways large and small, in this eloquent collection from a master storyteller.
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 The War Below

by Marsha Skrypuch

ISBN: 9781338233025
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Scholastic Inc
Pub. Date: 2018-04-24
Pages: 256
Price: $23.99

This companion novel to the acclaimed Making Bombs for Hitler explores the underground Ukrainian resistance in the fight against Hitler. 
This book was previously published under the title Underground Soldier.
The Nazis took Luka from his home in Ukraine and forced him into a labour camp. Now, Luka has smuggled himself out - even thoughbut he has left behind
his dearest friend, Lida. Someday, he vows, he'll find her again.
But first, he must survive.
Racing through the mountains, Luka evades capture by both Nazis and Soviet agents. When he meets the underground Ukrainian Insurgent Army, he knows
that is where he belongs: fighting Nazis and Soviets alike. But the desperate rescues and guerilla raids put Luka back in the line of fire. Can he persevere
long enough to find Lida again, or to make it back home where his father must be waiting for him?
Inspired by true stories, this novel is a testament to the strength of the human spirit in the face of war.
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